FIELD
PoP

MASS NOTIFICATION, AUDIO DISTRIBUTION & SOUND MASKING

TM

TM

Field PoP is a cloud based interface for the
Lencore n.FORM Mass Notification System
that meets the UL 2572 Standard with
interactive global monitoring and activation.
Field PoP allows the user to quickly and easily

SYSTEM

access, adjust, or run diagnostics for the

MANAGEMENT

entire system. Reporting, monitoring and

MADE SIMPLE

patching can also be done on the system,
no matter where it is located in the world.

FIELD PoP GETS WHERE YOU NEED TO BE
TM

Facility managers, installers and support professionals
are able to remotely interact with assigned systems
through the n.FORM Field PoP gateway. The
cloud-based interface allows users to review system
performance, run diagnostics, make configuration
changes, perform preventative maintenance upgrades,
and send critical security messages – all remotely.
TM

Field PoP saves time and money by providing system
knowledge before trucks roll. Remote management
allows systematic or spot changes to be made to the
mass notification, sound masking, paging, or audio
distribution systems.

FIELD PoP

TM

Field PoP is a single point of access for all facilities. By viewing a map of locations, the user
is able to quickly identify a facility and click on its “pin” to gain system access and control.
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Worldwide visibility
for registered systems
on one map
Remote software
upgrades - minimizing
unnecessary field visits

Complete administration
access with proper
security permissions
Enterprise ready
Secure tunnel with
authenticated end points,
& no firewall dependencies

Synchronized cloud
platform to provide
field product data
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Manage all registered
devices from the web
Historical & current
data all available
Local IoT gateways
with remote access
Cloud-based alert &
notification services

